Out of Hours

Graphic medicine: humanity in cartoon rats

If your view of cartoons and comics doesn’t extend beyond the *The Beano*, *The Dandy*, and *2000AD* then you may not have realised the potential for a cartoon rat to change how you feel about medicine. Comics have their own unique qualities and can portray a revealing medical narrative that is just as valid as any other literature or artwork. They are accessible, engaging, and the best examples offer rare insight into the human condition.

The main character in the *Doc Rat* strips is Dr Benjamin Rat, a hard-pressed Australian GP working long hours, fighting the red tape in which general practice is swathed, while trying to be the best doctor he can. Not too outlandish a scenario many will feel. There is a cast of anthropomorphic animals that includes Gizelle Thompson, a fiercely loyal gazelle receptionist, and Mary Scamper, the rabbit nurse. The strips are drawn by Jenner, the pen name for Craig Hilton, himself a GP in Melbourne, and a Fellow of the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners.

While some of the cartoons created by Jenner use simple puns for humour many of the strips form part of a wider narrative arc. Graphic medicine is a term coined by Ian Williams, a GP and comics artist, who produces his own work under the pseudonym, Thom Ferrier. There has been an annual Graphic Medicine conference since 2010 and their aim is to ‘explore the interaction between the medium of comics and the discourse of health care’. There are over 60 graphic novels relevant to healthcare studies listed at the Graphic Medicine website (www.graphicmedicine.org). Williams has highlighted how some comics will use infographics set alongside the medical narrative to ‘extend beyond the The Beano, The Dandy, and 2000AD’ and yet offer rare insight into the human condition.

At their simplest, cartoons can provide a wry look at our work and offer a moment of respite in a busy day. Yet when considered in the field of medical humanities, graphic medicine has much more to offer than a cheap gag. Comics have something of the anarchic about them; a healthy disrespect for political correctness in their own counter-culture. They can be rude, occasionally filthy, and explicit in forms that simply don’t translate to prose. They can also be educational and deeply moving. Unsurprisingly, given those qualities, they seem to be particularly effective when portraying the subjective experiences of doctors alike.

The main character in the *Doc Rat* strips is Dr Benjamin Rat, a hard-pressed Australian GP working long hours, fighting the red tape in which general practice is swathed, while trying to be the best doctor he can. Not too outlandish a scenario many will feel. There is a cast of anthropomorphic animals that includes Gizelle Thompson, a fiercely loyal gazelle receptionist, and Mary Scamper, the rabbit nurse. The strips are drawn by Jenner, the pen name for Craig Hilton, himself a GP in Melbourne, and a Fellow of the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners.

One example, currently freely available online [http://blog.e2w-illustration.com](http://blog.e2w-illustration.com), is *Look Straight Ahead*, a graphic novel about a teenage boy and his struggle with bipolar disorder. It details the experiences and delusions of Jeremy as he despairs and unravels. Similarly, the comic strips of Matilda Tristram as she coped, aged 31, with colon cancer while pregnant, are revealing and humorous in a way that few articles could achieve. Ian Williams draws attention to a pair of books that exemplify the potential of graphic medicine. *Mom’s Cancer* by Brian Fies documents with great sensitivity the author’s mother’s experience of metastatic lung cancer and *Monsters* by Ken Dahl, takes on the unpromising subject of herpes, and is described by Williams as a first-rate tragicomic graphic novel. Both are remarkable resources for patients and doctors alike.

William Norman, GP partner and trainer, Avenue Surgery, Cirencester.
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